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Product Details Key Feature Powerful
AutoCAD features: Detailed 2D and
3D modeling and drawing View
AutoCAD with optional cloud
integration or desktop app. Produce
technical drawings and maps with
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powerful printing and plotting
capabilities An industry standard
DGN file format. Use the AutoCAD
web app or mobile app Export
drawings and data files to virtually any
output format Designed for
engineering and architectural design
Use standard and nonstandard drawing
views Streamline your design process
and create better drawings, faster The
following sections contain AutoCAD
product features. If you’re interested
in AutoCAD news, please visit our
News page. If you’d like to read our
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customer testimonials and purchase
success stories, please visit our
Customer Reviews. Autodesk®
AutoCAD® 2018 Product Overview
Autodesk® AutoCAD® 2018 is a
powerful and highly customizable
CAD/CAM/CAE software application
that supports both 2D and 3D
modeling and design. It can be used as
a desktop or web-based CAD
application. It comes with many of the
features and tools of AutoCAD 2017,
including full architectural and
mechanical design capabilities,
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drafting tools, precise dimensioning
and control of materials and
assemblies, and powerful printing and
plotting. It also allows you to model a
wide variety of objects—such as
mechanical parts, electrical devices,
and vehicles—and view them in
multiple contexts, like regular and
exploded views. AutoCAD 2018 also
includes the latest on-screen display
(OSD) enhancements: improved
dimensions, scales, labels, and
prompts to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of your designs. In
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addition, it now supports four-sided
views, including top, front, left, and
right views. Note: You can purchase
AutoCAD 2018 on a standalone
license, or you can buy a subscription
that includes updates to the software
as they become available. Autodesk®
AutoCAD® 2018 Architecture &
Design Autodesk® AutoCAD® 2018
includes powerful design capabilities
for both architectural and mechanical
designs. The software can provide you
with architectural design tools that
help you rapidly prepare designs for
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construction. It can help you create 3D
models for use in your design process.
For mechanical designs, it has the
same features as the architectural
modeler. For example, you can
quickly create a 3D model of a
machine with revolving parts
AutoCAD Crack + Full Product Key

It is possible to interact with
AutoCAD from external programs,
such as Visual Basic, C#, C++ or
Fortran. AutoCAD has a number of
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features for collaboration and sharing
of drawings and data. These include
facilities for the viewing and viewing
of drawings by colleagues, providing
comments and annotations on
drawings, which allows the drawing to
be circulated among the staff and
community. AutoCAD has a number
of Internet and intranet applications to
facilitate collaboration, design review,
and submission of CAD drawings to
clients. These include external web
browsers such as Internet Explorer
and FireFox, internal web browsers
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such as Internet Explorer, FireFox,
Chrome, or Microsoft Edge, and other
internal AutoCAD applications.
AutoCAD may also be used as the
embedded application in third-party
applications, such as Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft PowerPoint, and Microsoft
Word. Main features Overview The
following is a list of the main features
of the AutoCAD application: 2D
drafting and design, and 3D modelling
Feature-based editing Auto-sorting in
drawings Drafting with accuracy and
precision Engineering analysis and
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design Data entry and review Global
workspace Layer-based editing
Multitasking Navigation Viewing
capabilities View and annotate
drawings with comments Integration
with other applications AutoCAD has
a wide variety of built-in and 3rdparty applications and functionality
such as Mechanical and Electrical
design, Assembling and Repair,
Structural and Civil engineering,
Building Information Modeling, and
many other types of design. In
addition to the AutoCAD application
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there are AutoCAD Enterprise and
AutoCAD LT available for
subscription. These products contain
additional functionality such as the
Autodesk Subscription Applications,
Autodesk Exchange Apps,
Professional Services, Training and
Maintenance, and custom add-ons.
AutoCAD LT is designed for users
who do not need the advanced
features of AutoCAD Enterprise. It is
intended to be used as a simplified
version of AutoCAD. AutoCAD LT is
currently available for Windows, Mac
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OS X and Linux. In addition to these
main products there are also a number
of AutoCAD-based applications that
can also be used for drawing and
design. These include: ArtsCAD
BridgeCAD CIM (Computer-Aided
Industrial Design) Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) Concord DXF
(Drawing Exchange Format)
5b5f913d15
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Step-1: Run the *.bat file. The
generated License.lic file is for
maintenance purposes. Double-click
on it to activate the license, and then
enter the license key to activate the
program. For instructions on how to
activate the license, see below. Step-2:
Install the License.lic file 1. Run the
*.bat file. 2. The License.lic file
automatically generates the
'*MOCOL*' file and '*LicenceID*'
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file. Click Yes if the '*MOCOL*' file
prompt comes up. 3. Copy the
'*LicenceID*' file to the installation
directory where Autocad is located.
e.g. C:\Autocad\lid\LicenceID.lic
There are 3 steps to activate your
license: 1. Double-click on the
Licence.lic file. If you have the
license, it will activate immediately. If
you do not, it will display an error
message. In that case you must follow
the steps below: You can activate the
license by following the steps below:
1. Click "OK" to activate the license.
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2. Double-click on the LicenceID.lic
file to reactivate the license. 3. Enter
the license key from the
'*LicenceID*' file into the License
What's New In?

User-defined, auto-reloadable legends:
Set up your own custom legends and
avoid the hassle of manually changing
the legend name and position. (video:
1:14 min.) Locking layer, editing, and
annotations: Locking layers and
annotations in AutoCAD simplifies
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your drawings and speeds up your
workflow. You can now edit the
content of your layers and annotations
and then easily re-group or lock your
edits. (video: 1:17 min.) Geometrybased 2D drawing (Dwg2Dwg):
Exports are faster, simpler, and more
reliable. Choose from many geometrybased output formats or direct to
Excel for further analysis or sharing.
(video: 1:09 min.) Productivity tools:
Collaboration tools add an extra level
of security to your drawings. Propose,
review, accept, and reject comments
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on any changes. (video: 1:11 min.)
Enhanced web and mobile experience:
Faster performance and larger
drawings with larger previews make
the web and mobile experience easier
and faster than ever. (video: 1:10
min.) Add new columns in tables: In
AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT, if you
add a new column to a table, existing
data from the table automatically fills
in the new column. There is no need
to re-enter the data. (video: 1:19 min.)
Graphical layout, plotting, and vector
editing: New features in the graph
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editor provide improved performance
and simplifies the editing process. Plot
your designs more accurately using
advanced vector options, such as
curves and splines. (video: 1:20 min.)
Drafting table, changing tables, and
getting a view on the model: Get a
better understanding of your model
with the ability to view both layers and
annotation groups as a whole in a
single view. (video: 1:10 min.) Export
a single line, arc, circle, polyline,
rectangle, ellipse, or spline directly to
a new shape tool, such as arc, polyline,
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or spline. (video: 1:03 min.) No more
predesigned connectors: A new
functionality in the place manager
allows you to remove predesigned
connectors and completely change the
order of the connector lines. (video:
1:06
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Supported operating systems: Note:
System software and drivers are
updated as new versions become
available. The information in this
article applies to the latest release of
the product. Older versions of the
software and drivers may be different
and some features or components in
this article may not be available in
earlier versions. Windows 10 - no
additional requirements needed
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Windows 8.1 - no additional
requirements needed Windows 8 - no
additional requirements needed
Windows 7 - no additional
requirements needed Windows Vista no additional requirements needed
Windows XP - no additional
requirements needed
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